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Summary 

This report presents the results of a number of 
computer studies of the magnetic fields generated by 
persistant circulating currents in the superconductor 
of superconducting dipoles. These magnetic fields trt 
referred to as residual fields throughout this report. 
Since the field generated by persistant currents have a 
hysteric behavior, they are analagous to the residual 
field found in iron bound conventional solenoids. The 
-esidual field calculations presented in this report 
•ere dons using the L3L SC1AG4 computer code. This 
code has not been well tested against measured data, 
Out a comparison with measured CBA data given in this 
reoort suggests that good agreement is possible. 

The residual fields generated by persistant super
conducting currents are rich in higher multipoles. 
This is of concern to the'accelerator designer for SSC. 
This report shows the effect of various superconductor 
oar meters and coil parameters on the magnitude and 
structure of the residual fields. The effect of 
the magnet charging history on residual fields is also 
discussed. 

Introduction 

Residual Fields in superconducting dipole magnets 
due to circulating currents in the superconducting 
•ilaments were f i r s t measured at LBL in 1970.1«2 At 
nearly the sane time we measured the residual f ields in 
a oair of quadrupole magnets bui l t by LASL.3 The 
characteristics of the measured residual f ields art is 
'ol loas: I ) the residual f ields have extremely long 
time constants {as long as superconductor circulating 
currents circulate); 2) the residual f ields are a 
'unction of the previous flux history of the co i l ; 
1) the residual fields are wiped out by a magnet quench 
and tney are not present in a magnet which has never 
seen a flux change (a virgin magnet in the super
conducting state); and *) the residual fields are 
5raraticaUy rich in higher multipoles. 

The rienness of high multipoles in the f ie ld 
generated by the superconductor persistent current was 
"ecogmzed as being of major concern to accelerator 
:nysists as to its effect on the quality of the 
•njection f ie ld in the superconducting magnet 
accelerator.U*,5 

Basic Theory and the SCMAG4 Computer Cade 

A theory for residual f ields due to circulating 
currents was f i rs t develooed In 1971*. and i t was 
presented in a more or less f inal form at the Brookhaven 
Sagnet Conference in 1972. 7 The 1972 theory 
predicted the structure of the residual f i e l d , but not 
its magnitude. The theory typically yielded results 
«nicn were low by a factor of two or three. In 1973 and 
1971 the theory was modified and the present SOIAG-* 
computer program was written. The major changes made in 
the theory were a correction of the iron shield theory 
and a more accurate model of the low f ie ld behavior of 
the suoerconductor. The way that flux penetrates the 
superconductor was also modeled in a mare reasonable 
way. 

The f ield generated by a single current, I , 
traveling through a point in the x,y plane perpendicular 
to that plane can be represented in complex form as 
fol!ows:B 

H (Z) 1 ft) 
where H ' * ( Z ) is the complex conjugate of the f ield 
H'(Z). ZQ is the location of the current and Z is 
the point where the f ie ld is calculated. Equation 1 is 
the equation for a source. 9 

The circulating currents in a superconductor can be 
represented by two equal currents of opposite signs 
side by side. This is a source and a sink side by side 
which is called a doublet {in hydrodynamic theory). The 
residual f ie ld from two currents side by side (the 
current doublet in the filaments) can oe represented as 
follows:' 

H (Z) • Id e" 
w Kf 

where H " * ( Z ) is the complex conjugate of the residual 
f ield H"(Z) at a location Z generated by a current 
doublet Id at the location Z c , I is the current 
which travels up one side of the filament and Dack down 
the other side of the filament and o is the doublet 
distance {the distance between the currents whicn is 
some fraction of the filament diameter), a is the 
doublet angle which is a function of the direction of 
the flux line which created the current doublet. 

The Id product is the doublet strength factor T . r 
is a function of the superconductor J c and the way 
the filament was penetrated by previous flux changes. 
Major changes in the SCMAG-4 code from 1972 to 1971 deal 
with the way the doublet strength factor was calculated. 
The doublet angle a is the flux line angle 3 plus -IZ. 
The value of r is 4 function of the magnetic flux 
components generated by the transport current and the 
value of various previous flux changes. 

Equations 1 and 2 can be expanded in a power 
series. The expansion of equation 1 is as follows: 

H (Z) 

\ ' 2=TZc - 3 b -
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The expansion of equator* 2 (the doublet equ:' n) into 
a power series 1s as follows: 

H (2) 

"5iT 

,n-l 

-<n+l) 

The radius of convergence of both power series 
represented by equations 3a and 4a is Z c . {NOTE: 
Equations 3b and 4b only apply when no iron shell is 
present. An additional term is used to represent the 
fields generated by images in the iron.) 

^ e f i rst four SCMAG programs (SCMAG1 through 
SCMAG4) are designed to calculate symmetric d1poles and 
quadrupoles. The magnetic fields are expanded in a 
power series using a point algorithm using equations 
similar to 3a and 4a. In most applications, one wants 
the field to be a pure dipoie or quadrupoie. The coils 
may have a wide variety of shapes. However, the 
infinitely permeable iron shell may only be a circular 
cylinder with its axis coincident with the axis of the 
coil.™ 

The SCMAG codes have been used for calculations 
on E5CAR in 1974 and 1975. They &r^ now being used for 
designing magnets for HERA.il The version of the 
SCMAG4 code used to calculate the results given in this 
reoort can be used to model sector (also layer) and 
modified sector coil designs. The program assumes that 
all coils have the same superconductor and super
conductor packing factors. 

The program is designed so that two previous 
magnetic flux changes can be considered. The coil 
is divided into current points at which the previous 
flux strength changes and the doublet factors are 
calculated. The program integrates the filaments to 
produce an equivalent doublet at the current points. 
Both the transport current and persistent current 
fields are calculated by SCMAG4. 
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a) .CBA Dipoie (1981) 

b) Karlsruhe Dipoie D2-b (1973) 

Comparison of Computer Calculations 
with Measured Data 

In order to compare the SCMAG4 program with 
measured data, the CBA dipoie of September 1981 was 
cnosen. This dipoie is described and the measured 
residual field is reported in Reference 12. The 
design of the dipoie used in the calculations is 
given in Figure la. The dipole magnet is symmetric. 
The dipole is a two layer dipale with small blocks 
at the end of each layer (See Figure la). The inner 
coil radius used is 6.S3 cm. The outer radius of the 
outer coil was 8.20 cm. 

The residual field was calculated at a radius 
of 4.35 cm. (Two thirds of the inner coil radius). 
Calculations of the residual field were made both with 
the iron shell (u*-) and without the iron shell. The 
first twenty multipole components of the residual field 
were calculated by the program. At two thirds of the 
coil radius, the magnitude of the sextupole term was 
1.1 times the dipoie term (when the superconductor 
filaments had been fully penetrated by the previous 
flux change) when no iron shell was present. The 
addition of the close in iron shell (at 8.50 an radius) 
increased the dipoie term by 73 percent, but the 

Iron 
Boundry 

Layer Coil 

c) LBL SSC Dipoie D-12 (1983) 

Fig. 1 Symmetrical coil configurations for the C8A 
Dipoie, Karlsruhe Dipoie D-2a and LBL 
Dipoie D-12. 
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sextupole ten* was only increased by 35 percent. 
(Higher muUipoles were increased even less.) With the 
iron shell, the sextupole term was 0.84 times the 
dipole term at two thirds of the inner coil radius. 1 3 

Figure 2 compares measured CBA magnet data with 
calculations made with the SCMAG4 program. Figure 2 
can be compared directly with Figure 16 of Reference 
12. The points represent measured values taken from 
the curves in Figure 16 of Reference 11. Figure 2 
slows the effect of operating temperature on the 
residual f ield as measured and calculated by the SCMAG4 
program. 

Figure 2 shows close agreement between measured 
data and calculations. This may be an accident. The 
program assumed a coil packing factor fl (the ratio 
of superconductor area to total coil area which 
includes the insolation between turns and space 
between the cable strand) of 0.8. The cable used for 
the dipole reported in Reference 12 probably does not 
have a packing factor much over 0.6. On the other 
hand, the program used a superconductor J c versus B 
profile characteristic of superconductors manufactured 
in the early 1970's. I t is likely that the low field 
J c is 30 to 50 percent higher than that assumed in 
the program. The magnitude of the residual f ield is 
directly proportional to the packing factorp , the 
copper to superconductor ratio, and the low field 
Jc. 

CBA MAGNET (198D 
Con radius » 6 53 cm 
C&i thickness •• t 67 cm 

2 3 
Trarisoort Cu»ent Field (kG) 

SCMAG-4 T - 3 8K 

SCMAG-4 T - 4 5K 

Measurements 
• at 3 8K 
C at 4 5K 

Filament Diameter — 10 nm 
Packing Factor - 0 8 
Coooer toSCRano - 1 2 
OioSC 

Fig. 2 Sextupole to Olpole ratio for the CBA Oipole 
versus the central f ield generated by the 
transport current, a comparison of theory with 
measurement. 

superconductor are not easily measured and there may 
be considerable variation from conductor to conductor 
depending on when the conductor was made and by whom. 
To f i rs t order, the structure of the residual f ie ld 
(the ratio of sextupole to dipole at a given radius) 
is independent of packing factor, copper to super-
conductor rat io, and low field J c . (The low J c 

does affect the amount of magnetic flux needed to 
penetrate a superconductor filament of given diameter.) 

The Effects of Operating Temperature and Superconductor 
Filament Piameter on the Residual Held 

Figure 2 compares measured CBA magnet data and 
calculated residual f ield data as a funciton of 
injection field and superconductor operating tempera
ture. Operation at lower temperatures will result in a 
higher residual f ie ld for a given coil configuration. 
In other words, the residual f ield is proportional to 
the amount of superconductor in the magnet and the low 
field J c . The latter is temperature dependent. 

Figure 3 shows the dependence of residual field 
on filament diameter in a sector dipole which was 
designed at the Kernfarschungszentrum, Karlsruhe in 
1973. This rfipole configuration, shown in Figure lb. 
Is a sector block design. The ratio of sextupole to 
dipole is 0.84 at 62.5X of the coil radius without 
iron. (The ratio at two-thirds of the coil radius 
would be 0.95 without the iron.) I t is interesting to 
note that the sector block coil design results 
in the same order of richness as does the modified 
layer design (the CBA magnet) or a straight layer 
design (the LBL D-12 magnet presented in the next 
section). 

100 

In order to accurately predict the residual f ie ld 
magnitude with the program, one has to know and 
J c , The packing factor is relatively easy to 
measure or predict; the low f ield properties of the 

Filament Diameter (̂ m) 

XftL B41 8336 

Fig. 3 The Oipole component of residual field versus 
superconductor filament diameter for Karlsruhe 
Dipole D-2a. 
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From Figure 3 one can see that the program 
predicts a nearly linear dependence of residual f ie ld 
on filament diameter when the flux change is 0 to 25 
kG back to 2 kG. (o-2.5T~0.2l) When the central 
f ield is taken from 0 to 25 kG and back to 0, the code 
predicts a non-linear dependence of residual f ie ld on 
filament diameter. This is due to the Tower cri t ical 
f ie ld flux exclusion which is modeled by high currents 
at the filament surface. There is some question 
whether effect is real or not. The model used 
for depicting the superconductor may not be correct. 
Unfortunately, there is l i t t l e experimental data to 
compare the program with. At the injection fields 
which are of Interest to accelerator designers there 
is a linear dependence of residual f ield magnitude 
with filament diameter. To f i rs t order, there is ne 
dependence cf f ie ld structure on filament diameter 
except when the previous flux change has not ful ly 
penetrated the filament. 

A Prediction of the Residual f ie ld m a SSC layer Wound 
ĥ qh Field ihpole Magnet 

This section uses the SCMAG4 program to predict 
the magnitude and structure of the residual f ield 
which would he generated by a 6.5 Tesla dipole proposed 
by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The dipole 
cross-section shown 1n Figure lc has a coil inside 
diameter of 4.0 an. The coil is a two layer coil with 
graded superconductor. The iron shell radius is 3.952 
centimeters. At low f ields, the Iron is not saturated 
and increases the dipote f ield by about 55 percent. 
At high fields, when the iron 1s saturated, the 
contribution of the iron is less dramatic. 

A number of cases were looked at using the LBL 
SSC dipole geometry {Dipole 3-12 is the model magnet 
for this program). These cases include: 1) the 
effect of coil radius on residual f ield generated by 
magnets with the same coil thickness 1s calculated at 
a radius of two thirds of that coil radius; 2} a 
comparison of residual f ield is made with coils with 
superconductors with different ^ versus B character
istics (at 4.2 K); and 3) cases with 10 yn and 
20 urn filament diameters were studied. 

Three different versions of dipole 0-12 were 
studied to show the effect of coil radius on the 
magnitude and structure of the residual f ie ld . The 
inner coil radii were 1.5 cm, 2.0 cm and 2.5 cm 
respectively. The thickness and coil angle of each 
layer was the same for each case. The change in 
dipole component as a function of inner coil radius is 
rather small. There was an even smaller change in 
the sextupole component at a radius of two-thirds of 
the inner coil radius. 

Figure 4 shows the Jc versus B characteristics 
for two different superconductors. The curve labeled 
old s/c (old superconductor) is characteristic of 
the niobium titanium superconductor produced in the 
early 1970's. The curve labeled new s/c (new super
conductor) represents what is possible with good 
quality pure niobium titanium which has been properly 
heat treated and drawn. The measured curves apply to 
one millemeter diameter wires of Fermilab type 
material made by MCA and SUPERC0N for the test thin 
superconducting solenoid program which proceeded the 
TPC magnet.M i t i t was expected that the higher 
J c versus B superconductor characteristic would 
increase the residual f ield generated by a given coil 
design. The computer calculations made on the dipole 
0-12 design showed that the residual f ie ld is almost 
proportional to the low f ield Jc. 
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magnetic inougnun o p ; 

Fig. 4 Superconductor cr i t ical current density J c 

versus magnetic Induction at 4.2 K. 

Using a superconductor with a high crit ical 
current isn't bad i f less of this conductor is 
used to make the magnet. The factor which is of 
importance is the product of the volume of niobium 
titanium tines the low f ield J c for a given filament 
diameter. The volume of the niobium titanium is a 
function of the crit ical current density in the 
superconductor at or near its crit ical f ield condition. 
From Figure 4, i t is clear that the new superconductor 
has a higher J c at higher fields as well as low 
fields. One has to look at the conductor and the 
magnet design before one concludes that the old or the 
new conductor is worse from a residual f ield standpoint 
for a dipole which goes up to a given design f ie ld. 

Figure 5 shows the ratio of sextupole residual 
fields to the dipole field 8 0 as a function of 
various cycles. (Note: The cycles given are in 
kilogauss.) Figure 5 presents the computer generated 
data for dipole 0-12 with 10 um diameter filaments 
made from the new superconductor. Figure 6 presents 
Uie same cycles for dipole D-12 with 20 urn diameter 
filaments made from the new superconductor. The ratio 
of residual f ield sextupole to the dipole field B0 

is different for the two curves but the 20 un filaments 
are not twice as bud. 

On the 0 to 65 kG to B0 l ine, the sextupole to 
dipole ratio is twice as large for the 20 um filaments, 
as expected. When one changes flux in a different 
way, say from 65 kG to 0 to 8 0 , maximum magnitude 
ratio ( in the negative direction) is about the same 
whether the filament diameter is 10 urn or 20 um. in 
the 10 um filament case, the maximum ratio occurs at a 
B 0 of 1-7 kG, and in the 20 um filament case this 
maximum ratio occurs at a B 0 of 2.75 kG. 

I t Is clear from Figures 5 and 6 that one can 
control the sextupole component of residual fields at 
a particular injection f ield by choosing the path over 
which one charges and discharges the dipoles in the 
accelerator. In a real sense this is only true i f 
there is no large magnet to magnet variation In 
the properties of the superconductor. I t is also 
clear that the sextupole component of residual fields 
which has been made zero at injection wil l come 
back as one which accelerates the particles to higher 
energies. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of flux 
penetration of the superconducting filaments. A 
larger filament requires a larger flux change to ful ly 

http://o-2.5T~0.2l
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penetrate it. A superconductor with high Jc will 
require a larger flux change to penetrate it thin a 
superconductor with a lower J c. Figures 5 and 6 
show a composite of flux penetration of many filaments, 
some of which are fully penetrated and others which 
are not. (The field change generated by transporting 
current change is different for different parts of the 
magnet.) The paths that the various multipoles follow 
will be different when flux penetration is an important 
factor. A decapole term will not follow the same path. 
as a sextupole. The sextupole will not follow the 
same path as the dipole term. If one wants to use 
the flux penetration pneromina as a means of 
controlling the residual field, one has to realize 
that only one component can be controlled with a given 
magnet cycling profile. 

Concluding Comments 

This report discusses the results of a number of 
computer studies of the residual field generated by 
the circulating currents in the filaments of the 
superconductor. The report shows that the computer 
generated data shows general agreement with measured 
data. It is useful to draw some conclusions from the 
data studied to date and to point out areas where 
further studies are warranted. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
studies done so far: 

Fig. 5 Sextupole to Dipole ratio versus transport 
current field for various excitation paths, 
LBL Dipole D-12 with 10 urn filaments. 

1) the ratio of sextupole to dipole in the 
residual field does not change with field 
except when the filaments have not been fully 
penentrated by previous flux changes. 

2) Magnets with filaments fully penetrated by 
the previous flux change will show no change 
in residual field sextupole to 3ipo1e ratio 
as a function of filament diameter, super
conductor J c, copper to superconductor 
ratio, or coil packing factor. Only magnitude 
of the various components of residual field 
will be affected by filament diameter, 
superconductor J c, copper to superconductor 
ratio or coil packing factor. 

3) The magnitude of the residual field decreases 
with an increase in magnet operating tempera
ture for a magnet with a given amount of 
superconductor in it. 

4) At zero transport current the residual field 
magnitude does not appear to be linear with 
filament diameter. The surface current and 
Bel * P P « r t o °s responsible for this. At 
transport current field above 1000 Gauss (0.1 
Tesla), the magnitude of the residual field 
term is approximately linear with filament 
diameter as long as the filament has been 
fully penetrated by the previous flux change. 
Incomplete penetration of the filament with 
flux will cause an odd result. 

5) The residual field component magnitude is 
approximately linear with coil packing 
factor S and 1/r+l where r is the copper to 
superconductor ratio. The residual field 
magnitude increases with superconductor J c 

for a given volume of superconductor. 

Fig. 6 Sextupole to Dipole ratio versus transport 
current field for various excitation paths, 
LBL Dipole D-12 with 20 \xi filaments. 
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6) For a given dipole design, the dtoole 
component of residual field Increases somewhat 
as the coil radius goes down. The sextupole 
and higher multlpoles do not change as much 
at a radius which is a constant fraction of 
the coil radius. 

7) One can control the ratio of sextupole to 
dlpole at injection into an accelerator by 
choosing the path over which the magnetic 
flux flows into the coil superconductor. (By 
changing the charging profile.) This is only 
effective if the magnet variations of the 
residual field are small. 

Enough is known about the structure and magnitude 
of the residual field so that one can say that it is a 
problem when injection is done into an SSC machine 
at 0.2 to 0.4 Tesla (2 to 4 kG) with a magnet similar 
to the LBL dipole 0-12 magnet. The residual field is 
potentially correctible, but a number of questions 
remain. They are: 

1) What 1s the effect of-magnet temperature 
variations on the residual field? 

2) What is the effect of the batch to batch 
variations of the superconductor? Can this 
effect be corrected by shuffling magnets 
and/or shuffling the superconductor in the 
cable?5 

3} Can a magnet cycle profile be developed which 
minimizes the residual field at injection 
without affecting the beam stability as the 
particles are accelerated to higher energies. 

4) Are there other magnet designs which would 
create a significantly lower residual field? 
A window frame magnet might have little or no 
residual field, for example. 

[t is proposed that further studies occur to 
answer a number of the questions given previously. In 
addition, it is useful to catalog the known measuronents 
and try to corrolate them with calculations made by 
SCMAG4. It is useful to measure the low field 
properties of various superconductors. (This is not 
an easy task because direct methods have a high self 
field which interferes with the measurements.) 
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